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 ( 4مستوى )امتحان شامل

Choose the correct answer. 
 

I will travel tomorrow,………………….? -1 

A. shall I     ? B. won`t I?       C. will I ? 
 

You did a great work,………….?-2 

A. do I ?     ? B. didn’t you?       C. did you? 
 

----------- you heat water to 100°C, it doesn`t boil.  - 3  

A. If       B. Unless     C. When 
 

4- Ali will get a good job easily because he has a high ……………. . 

 

A. qualify B. qualification C. qualified 

 

- The students won`t pass the exam if they………………well.5 

 

A. work B.  don`t work C. worked 
 

 

6- If Rami had prepared the lesson, he …………… marks. 

 

A. would have got   B. gets  C. would get 
 

 Laila did not pass the exam. If only she…………… harder.-7 

 

A. hadn`t studied B. studied C. had studied 

 

 - I feel cold. If only I………………a coat.8 

 

A. had brought   B. brought    C. hadn`t brought 
 

9- Congratulations! Not many people ……….............  such high marks.  

 

A. achievement   B. achieve    C. achievable 

                                                                                                                       

- My school has ……….............  students than your school.11   

A. less           B. much    C. fewer 

  

11- I have ……….............  money that you have. 

 

A. less    B. much   C. fewer 
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12- Do you mind telling me ……………………. ? 

 

A. where the post office are B. where is the post office C. where the post office is 

 

13 - Do you know……….. I’ve passed my exam or not? 

A. whether        B. if         C. when 
 

14 - It …………………… that Rami is bad. 

A. used to be believe   B. is used to be believed C. used to be believed 
 

- Nuclear power stations …………… to be dangerous.15 

 

A. are believed B. is believed C. has been believed 
 

- Is one side of the brain more ……………..   than the other?11 

 

A. dominate    B.  dominance   C. dominant 
 

17- Don’t let the baby play with the balloon; It might …….….. and frighten her. 

 

A. recall      B. spill    C. pop 

  

- Let’s ………………. the story and discover what really happened.18 

 

A. get away with B.  come up with C.  look into 
 

- Ail has ……………… a new job by the manager lately.11 

 

A. been offer   B.  been offered   C . offered 
 

20- Would you like to work ………………. a teacher in a big school? 

 

A. into     B. on     C. as 

 

Answers: 1-A      2-B     3- B    4-B    5-B     6-A    7- C      8- A     9- B     10- C      11- A   

12- C    13- A     14- C    15- A    16- C    17-C     18- C    19- B     20- C    
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